New works of mixed responsibility in which creation of a text is just part of the collaborative production of the work should be entered under title, unless there are only two authorship functions involved, and a more specific rule assigns primacy to one of the functions.
Realizations of pre-existing texts which consist of instructions for performance should be entered as follows:
If the instructions are detailed, and if they are closely followed in the performance, the performance should be considered the same work as the pre-existing text, and creation of the text should be considered the primary function in the creation of the work, with performance being subsidiary. The concepts of "detailed instructions" and "closely followed instructions" would need to be treated as general principles subject to catalogers' judgment and worked out in practice over time. They were an attempt on the part of the Task Force to address the question of when a performed work is changed so much in the performance that it has become a new work related to the work from which it was derived, rather than being an expression or "edition" of a previously existing work.
If, however, the original instructions are not detailed and/or are not closely followed in the performance, the performance should be considered a new work, but one related to the pre-existing text; i.e., if improvisation and/or adaptation and/or creative or intellectual work beyond mere performance occur, the performance should be considered a new work. This new work should be entered under title, unless there are only two authorship functions involved, and a more specific rule assigns primacy to one of the functions.
It should be emphasized in the rules for added entries that it is crucial to make an added entry for the main entry of any pre-existing work which is adapted into a new work in the course of performance.
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Main entry: Bad Subsequent to the above recommendations having been made, it became clear that the principle of "detailed instructions closely followed" was in conflict with current practice in the music field of considering works that have been either arranged (prior to the performance) or improvised (during the performance) as being still the work of the original composer (in other words, the same as the pre-existing work). If the Task Force's approach is desired, a loose approach to the definition of "detailed instructions" would have to be taken, such that when improvisation was intended as part of the original instructions or is accepted as a standard method of performance of a particular kind of music, it would have to be considered to be part of the instructions. In fact, this same kind of looseness of definition of "detailed instructions" could be used to justify considering production elements of dramatic works (costumes, lighting, etc.) to have been understood as part of the original instructions, or intended by the composer of the opera or the writer of the play.
II. RECOMMENDATIONS IN TORONTO
The International Conference on the Principles and Future Development of AACR was convened by the Joint Steering Committee in Toronto in October 1997. Prior to the conference, papers were solicited and posted on the Joint Steering Committee website 3 and were discussed by means of a listserv (archived at the same website) 4 .
At the conference itself, the writers of the papers discussed the issues raised in their papers in the light of the discussion on the listserv and further discussion by the invited participants. The participants were from a broad cross-section of interested parties, including system designers, representatives of bibliographic utilities, library administrators, library educators, and catalogers.
At the end of the conference, participants were asked to form nine break-out groups on the nine different topics that included principles, seriality, content vs. carrier, and main entry/work-based record. Each break-out group made recommendations; these recommendations were then discussed by the group as a whole. The group then voted on prioritizing three of the nine areas. The three prioritized topics were principles, seriality, and content vs. carrier.
A number of the break-out groups discussed and recommended the use of work-based authority records to collocate and subarrange the expressions of a particular work, and to demonstrate relationships among related works. While 'Main entry/work-based record' did not make the final cut, the three that did encompass clarification of when changes to a bibliographic entity such as a musical work cause the creation of a new expression of the same work, and when changes cause the creation of a new related work.
So far, the Joint Steering Committee has been concentrating on the former (new manifestation vs.
new expression) rather than the latter (new expression vs. new work), perhaps because it has begun with the first chapters in AACR2 concerning description rather than the last chapters concerning access. However, it is anticipated that eventually the JSC will have to tackle the issues raised by the CC:DA task force.
III. THE THEORETICAL ISSUES
Many of the recommendations made above, both in the CC:DA context, and in the Toronto conference context, stem from the ambiguities of mixed responsibility. According to the AACR2R glossary, a work of mixed responsibility is one in which different persons or bodies contribute to its intellectual or artistic content by performing different kinds of activities (e.g., adapting or illustrating a work written by another person). Mixed responsibility is very common in film and television, in the production of original works for distribution by way of the Web, and possibly even in the creation of works of art, literature and music. Films are classic cases of mixed responsibility. Major contributions to a film work are made by the writer, the director, the cinematographer and the editor, and these are often four different people. Film scholars study the work of all four, but tend to identify and cite works by title, rather than selecting one function as predominant over the others, and citing works by, for example, director or writer.
In the music field, the dominant mode of production for hundreds of years has been composition by a single composer. A piece of written or printed music usually has a single composer. It often has a nondistinctive title, and is best known by the name of its composer.
However, music is written in the anticipation of its performance. For centuries, we have been able to collect only the written music, but not the performances. With the advent of recording mechanisms in the latter part of the 19th century, it became possible to begin to collect many different performances of the same musical work. Technically, all performances are works of mixed responsibility, in that both composer and performer are responsible for a performed work. In practice, however, music scholars have considered the work of the performer to be a subsidiary type of authorship, similar to that of a translator of a text. Performer and translator both are seen as conduits that allow the work to pass from its creator to its audience, with faithfulness to the original work being one of the hallmarks of an effective and praiseworthy
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conduit.
There are three major kinds of musical works for which considerations of problems of mixed responsibility can not be easily ignored. The first are performances involving improvisation, such as jazz performances of popular songs. The second are works that consist of music and words, with one person responsible for the music and another responsible for the words. The third are dramatico-musical works, such as operas, that are meant to be staged with large casts, and that involve the use of both music and words (librettos); this third category becomes further complicated when such dramatico-musical works are made into films.
Performances involving improvisation
To someone who is not an expert music cataloger, it seems that it would be useful to have a more principled approach toward when improvisation (or an arrangement, or other similar change to a musical work, for that matter) is extensive enough to justify considering it a new work (i.e., a type of adaptation).
What is essential about a musical work that persists through improvisation or an arrangement? Is it melody? Are there musical forms analogous to 'play' and 'novel' such that movement from one form to the other constitutes adaptation, thereby creating a new work related to the previously existing work, rather than an edition or version of the previously existing work?
Is there adequate consensus yet about whether jazz improvisation creates editions of previously existing works, or whether, on the contrary, it constitutes a kind of composition on the fly, thereby creating new works? For example, the song "All of me" was written by Gerald Marks (music) and Seymour Simons (lyrics). It has been performed by the following jazz artists: Billie Holiday, Erroll Garner, Frank Sinatra, Sidney Bechet and Louis Armstrong, among others. If an analytical entry is being made for Erroll Garner's performance, should this be treated as an expression of the song, the music for which was composed by Gerald Marks (Marks, Gerald. "All of me")? Or should it be treated as a new related work composed by
Erroll Garner in the course of his jazz performance (Garner, Erroll. "All of me")? Or is "All of me" fundamentally a work of mixed responsibility (lyrics, music and performance) that is most appropriately identified and cited by title? Note that these questions involve both the question of what is a musical work, and that of how a musical work should be identified when it is a work of mixed responsibility (using one predominant author and the title for the main entry, or using the title alone for the main entry).
Music with words
Is it really wise to consider musical works that include words (such as librettos or lyrics) to be primarily musical, rather than works of mixed responsibility? A newsreel story about the famous Marian
Anderson concert in 1939 in front of the Lincoln Memorial includes her complete performance of "America" ("My Country 'Tis of Thee"). It was disconcerting to discover that the main entry for it is "God save the King," since it uses the melody of the latter. In other words, the change in the lyrics to the song was not considered significant enough to create a new related work. However, I note that music catalogers didn't quite have the nerve to enter "The Star-spangled Banner" under "To Anacreon in Heaven!"
Dramatico-musical works
The CC:DA Task Force charged with making recommendations concerning works intended for performance failed to reach consensus in an attempt to consider most works intended for performance the work of the author of the original text.
Note that there are actually three 'layers' of creative activity going on in the creation of a dramaticomusical work which is then filmed: 1) There is composition of the original music (in the case of an opera; we will ignore the problem of the libretto for now); 2) There are the decisions that go into actually producing the opera in a live performance (lighting, sets, costume design, casting, various voicings of the arias, and so forth); 3) Finally, there are the creative decisions that go into making a cinematic work: camera angles, composition of frames, cutting, etc. It is the third layer that I am convinced constitutes a kind of adaptation, such that the opera becomes a film, a different work--a photographic work, not a musical work (but one related to the opera on which it is based). It is possible that when film is used as a mere recording medium, it is not a cinematic work. However, if a screenwriter, an editor or a cinematographer are credited, it can be considered a new cinematic work. Note that if this approach were to be taken, it would be crucial to make an added entry for the main entry of any pre-existing work which is adapted into a new work in the course of performance.
There is a more logical (but very radical) approach that should be examined, at least. To consider all performances of a particular dramatico-musical work as the same work, no matter what the medium, we could consider all dramatico-musical works to be inherently works of mixed responsibility, unable to exist without the work of many different people carrying out many different functions, and therefore entered under title. 5th symphony), and their performances are often advertised without using the names of composers.
Creations that result during the course of the preparation of a final work
Creating a work of mixed responsibility, such as a film, is a complex effort. Many pieces must be prepared ahead of time, such as the various drafts of the screenplay, the costume designs, the musical scores, etc. Some can be separately published, such as the sound track and/or the screenplay. Current practice is to treat each of these pieces as a separate work, each to be entered under its own "author." Perhaps, however, the various pieces that are prepared as part of the process of creating a work such as a film or other collaborative work should be considered part of that resultant work, to be identified by its title.
Pure categories of content
It was suggested in Toronto that there might be a few pure categories of content, of which music would be one 5 . The hypothesis is that a work in one of the eight categories listed below cannot be transformed into a work in another of the eight categories without becoming a new work. This hypothesis needs testing by research. The potential utility of this approach is as follows: if we can delineate the fundamental types of content, it might help in defining the concept of "work," and it might help us determine when a previously existing work has been modified so much it has become a new work.
Definition of music as a pure type of fundamental content:
a work fundamentally comprised of music, either musical notation (typed, printed or handwritten), or actual sound, i.e., performed music
Other pure types: text still image moving image (a work fundamentally comprised of moving images, which often, but not necessarily, has text and sound integrated to make a single work; may include dance as well as dance notation, since dance consists of movement, i.e., moving image, plus sound) spatial data three-dimensional objects 9 numeric data computer programs
Mixed types
Text with musical illustration Music with words, including dramatico-musical works such as operas Dance--choreography and music? (but see above) Interactive multimedia that includes music: but exclude musical works reissued with biographical critical material, commentary, etc.?
Once different types of content are combined in a single work, all bets are off. Predominance must be assigned to one of two types of content, or we must decline to assign predominance, and treat the work as a work of mixed responsibility to be identified by title alone.
Summary
All of the issues discussed above should be thoroughly discussed and debated by music catalogers and reference librarians and by other catalogers and reference librarians in the humanities before any decisions are made. The issues can be summarized as follows:
What is a musical work?
When does change occur that is substantial enough to create a new related musical work?
When are works that include a musical component actually works of mixed responsibility more appropriately identified and cited by title than by original composer of the musical component?
Is Gerald Marks's name really essential for identifying and citing the song "All of me"?
Is the song Marian Anderson sang really "God save the King"?
Can Mozart really be the author of a work of photography, given that photography did not exist in his time?
IV. OCLC CURRENT VS. OCLC'S POTENTIAL AS A CATALOG
The following are recommendations for steps OCLC could take to move from being a warehouse of cataloging records to being a true catalog (meeting the objectives of the catalog intervention. Until this is done, however, OCLC does not meet the cataloging objective of enabling users to find all of the works of a particular author (composer), and all of the editions of a particular work.
Interestingly, when OCLC announced in November 2000, at a Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC) meeting that it was planning to move to a relational database management program for WorldCat, and PCC decided to have BIBCO and CONSER participants brainstorm and develop a "wish list" to be sent to OCLC, authority validation, (linked authorities) emerged at the top of the wish list. Interestingly, the "wish list" did not include solutions for the multiple versions problem or implementation of the MARC 21 holdings format. 7 Making an integrated authority file available to users of FirstSearch, and concomitantly allowing them to do searches of author, subject and work headings either as left-to-right matches or as keyword-withinheading matches, would help users immeasurably. It would also demonstrate to users a strong contrast between the tightly controlled data librarians create and the chaos on the Web. Currently, FirstSearch is as chaotic as the Web despite all of the added expense and trouble the contributing libraries have gone to in order to have professional catalogers create tightly controlled data; the expense and effort have been largely wasted due to poor system design.
No search should fail due to overload (OLUC and FirstSearch).
The three OLUC screens below probably look fairly familiar to music catalogers, who so frequently must do author searches, either to find works with nondistinctive titles, or to do authority work on composers.
Whenever OCLC gives a user a message like this, it is failing to allow that user to find all of the works of an author, one of the cataloging objectives. Users of FirstSearch interested in music must also often have to wrestle with large search results in no useful order (see Figure 1) . ******************************************************** Current OCLC, FirstSearch, WorldCat:
kw: mozart and kw: symphonies limited to sound recordings produces 2903 records in no discernible order with no sorting capability: Once R16 is selected, one either has to go 64 screens in to find the fifth symphony, or learn a convoluted second search technique to place you in the file with titles beginning with a certain letter. (One probably would not want to solve this problem by doing a scan title search on 'symphonies!') ******************************************************** Current OCLC, FirstSearch, WorldCat:
No access to the authority file (i.e. cross references); an index of headings derived from bibliographic records is offered only to those who choose to do an "advanced search," and even then is used only to plug keywords into a keyword-in-record search; it is not available for direct browsing.
FIGURE 3
Current OCLC, OLUC: Music scores NO DATE 18 ******************************************************** Current OCLC, FirstSearch, WorldCat:
No headings displays available (see example above). ******************************************************** Instead of this, couldn't we begin by selecting the composer we are interested in? For example: 19 ******************************************************** If OCLC would use music uniform titles in displays (and if the database were under authority control, with the syndetic structure properly displayed as recommended above), it would have the effect of gathering together the editions of a particular work for the user (see Figure 5 ).
FIGURE 5
Current OCLC, OLUC:
OLUC au bach and au johan G9: 484-574 sco 1672- If the recommended approach toward cinematic works based on previously existing dramaticomusical works is adopted, there is a way that users of online catalogs could be helped to find these performances fairly readily. Consider for example, a user that wants to browse through the works of Mozart.
The initial display (or at least a portion of it) could look like this: 
